Least box number coverage problem for calculating the dimension of fractal networks is a NP-hard problem. In this paper, we proved that this problem is equivalent to a random ball coverage problem in statistical sense. So when we try to calculate the dimension of a large fractal network, it is not necessary to focus on the optimization of the least box number covering algorithm. We suggest that the random ball coverage algorithm is an effective algorithm to calculate a network dimension when the network is large enough.
Introduction
The structure of complex systems across various disciplines can be abstracted and conceptualized as complex networks of nodes and links to which many quantitative methods can be applied so as to extract any characteristics embedded in the system [1, 2, 3] . There exist many types of networks and characterizing their topology is very important for a wide range of static and dynamic properties. Recently, C. Song et al. [4, 5] applied a least box number covering algorithm to demonstrate the existence of self-similarity in many real networks. They also studied and compared several possible least box number covering algorithms, by applying them to a number of model and real-world networks [6] . They found that the least box number covering optimization is equivalent to the well-known vertex coloring algorithm which is a NP-hard problem. It implied that any least box number covering algorithms are heuristic algorithms. Can we avoid the NP-hard problem and simplify the network fractal dimension calculation? In this paper we will prove that the random ball covering algorithm [6] is equivalent to the least box number covering algorithm in statistic sense when a network is large enough. There is no need to focus on the least box number covering optimization problem when we want to calculate dimension of a large network.
2 Random ball coverage is equivalent to least box number coverage for calculating dimension
The least box number coverage [6] and random ball coverage [7] were defined as following. For a given network G and box size r, a box is a set of nodes where all distances(in the whole network sense) d ij between any two nodes i and j in the box are not larger than r (in C. Songet al. definition, d ij is smaller than r, here we change a little for simplifying the following expressions). The least box number coverage is the box coverage with the minimum number of boxes required to cover the entire network G. A ball with radius r and center node c is the set of nodes which satisfy the shortest path length from the center c to each of them is not larger than r in the sense of whole network. The random ball coverage with radius r as: at each step, we randomly choose a node which has not been covered as a center, and cover all the nodes within the distance r to the center. The process is repeated until all the nodes in the network were covered.
, where r is a positive even, L(r) is the number of boxes in a lest box number coverage with diameter r and B(r) denotes the number of balls in a random ball coverage with radius r.
Proof:
∵ B( r 2 ) can be regarded as the number of boxes in a random box number coverage with diameter r.
denote all the boxes in a lest box number coverage, where m = L(r), and
According to the above definition of random ball coverage with radius r, without loosing any generality suppose the center of the first ball in a random ball coverage process is n 11 , then L 1 is covered by the first ball and the second random ball's center must lies out of L 1 . Without loosing any generality we also can assume n 21 is the center of the second ball, then L 2 is covered by the second ball. In this way, we can get that: B(r) ≤ L(r). Suppose
where θ ∈ (0, 1). Then we have
where R means the largest available box diameter in calculating a fractal network dimension,
LogaR , more details are in Fig.3 . Equation (4) implies the upper bound of the relative error of the dimension which is calculated by random ball coverage is Log R 2. So we can safely conclude that there is no any algorithm that can significantly improve the result of calculating the fractal dimension than random box coverage algorithm when the network is sufficient enough. Sometimes, the available box diameter R is not sufficient enough, we can calculate the network dimension by using the mean of B(r).
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we proved that Log R 2 is the upper bound of the relative error in fractal network dimension calculation, where R is the largest available box diameter in the calculation. Therefore, if the network is sufficient enough, the random ball coverage is equivalent to the leat box number coverage in fractal dimension calculation.
The above discussions can lead another problem naturally. We also can define random full box coverage. A full box with diameter r is a set of nodes, such that any other nodes out of the box is added to the box will make the box diameter larger than r. The random full box coverage algorithm with diameter r can be defined as: at each step we randomly choose a uncovered node p as the first node of the box, and select the uncovered nodes to the box until the box become full. We guess the random full box coverage algorithm is equivalent to the least box number covering algorithm in statistic sense. In the future we will do some deep researches about this problem.
